ENSEMBLES

ORCHESTRA OF THE FRANZ LISZT UNIVERSITY
Passionate about music, they work hard for professional success: each term, the students taking degrees in orchestral instruments come together in this large orchestra, to dedicate themselves to the treasures and hidden gemstones of music history, in fresh...

CHAMBER CHOIR
Most of the choir members are enrolled in conducting or vocal studies. However, there are also some students who are enrolled at the Bauhaus-Universität Weimar. The choir was originally founded as a madrigal choir by Walter Rein in 1926. Since 1997 it has...

WEIMAR UNIVERSITY CHOIR
Der Hochschulchor ist ein gemischtes Ensemble aus Studierenden der Weimarer Hochschule für Musik Franz Liszt und der Bauhaus-Universität Weimar. Es blickt einerseits auf eine lange Tradition in der Hochschule zurück und ist doch - durch den steten...
OPERA SCHOOL
Founded in 1886 as the first institution of scenic education at an orchestra conservatoire in Germany, the University of Music FRANZ LISZT Weimar has trained actor-singers for over 120 years: operatic education plays a central role at the Department of Voice...

JAZZ ORCHESTRA -- LARGE ENSEMBLE
Since its foundation in October 1996, the jazz orchestra of the University of Music FRANZ LISZT Weimar has become one of the region's best ensembles. The musicians perform classic big band repertoires by Count Basie, Duke Ellington, and Thad Jones, as well as...

THE EARLY MUSIC ENSEMBLE
The Early Music Ensemble devotes itself to the preparation and performance of works of the 15th to 18th centuries in appropriate instrumental and vocal formations, including the consort. In the rehearsal phases, the Ensemble collaborates, depending on...

SCHUMU-BIGBAND
Audiences are fascinated in particular by the band's joie de vivre which spreads to its listeners. Founded by Prof. Gero Schmidt-Oberländer as in-house ensemble at the Department of Music Education, the SchuMu-BigBand is made up almost exclusively of students...

DIE KATZE IM SACK
Sie sind die flexiblen Multitalente der Musikhochschule in Weimar. Sie arrangieren Pop/Jazz-Chorsätze mit hohem Anforderungsniveau. Sie singen, was Ihnen von Mitstudierenden vorgelegt wird. Sie phonieren mit Mikrofon. Sie üben sich in Schwarm-Intelligenz und...
The orchestra is not subject specific, formed by students of all subjects within the Faculty III of the University of Music FRANZ LISZT Weimar, and open to enthusiastic instrumentalists from the Bauhaus University and the Friedrich Schiller University Jena...